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Risk and Safety Reporting
Geotab’s fleet safety reports provide advanced insight into your drivers’ on-road activities. Risk and safety
scores are assigned to individual drivers based on various factors: speeding, seatbelt usage, braking
habits, degree of corner turn, acceleration, and after-hours vehicle usage. Also, Geotab reports illustrate
daily, weekly, or monthly driving trends to enable managers to develop performance benchmarks.

In-vehicle Coaching in Real-time

Improve Driver Seatbelt Habits

Geotab is an early innovator in developing
interactive alerts that help drivers identify
and improve their on-road driving behavior.
All Geotab GO devices come standard with
audible buzzer notifications that beep in
real-time when drivers deviate from company
safety policies.

Geotab’s driver and passenger seatbelt
detection feature, available for most vehicles,
reminds drivers to buckle up while on the
road. Greater seatbelt usage results in a
reduced potential for driver injuries to occur,
and improves compliance with the law and
internal fleet safety rules.
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Driver Safety Reporting
Reinforce Company Safety Policies

Company goal

Geotab’s Risk Management Report is a
customizable feature report used for loss
control. It summarizes default data such as
speeding, idling, distance and trips, and it can
be easily enhanced by adding fleet safety rules
such as reversing when leaving, speeding over
the limit, driving aggressively and many more.

Meets Expectations
Below Expectations

Instant Accident Notifications
With immediate notifications and detailed
second-by-second data, Geotab’s patented
recording algorithm helps you take crucial and
timely action steps. The reports let you see the
last 30 seconds before the accident occurred. If
your vehicle has been hit while parked, Geotab’s
unique recording technology can help prove
no-fault to your insurance provider.

Self-Insured Fleet Benefits
Many mid-to-large sized fleets self-insure their
risk for claims in vehicle damage. Loss control
departments seek ways to identify ‘preventable’
claims. Reduce personal injury and the
associated claims costs by leveraging Geotab’s
fleet management solutions to identify risky
driving habits and to coach drivers in real-time.

Read More Online
www.geotab.com/fleet-management-software
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